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Tweet
Tonight's #Handmadechat, 7p CT; Organizing Your Day For
Maximum Productivity. Looking forward to the discussion!
RT @mayamade: 2 minutes til #HandmadeChat! even if your too shy
to jump in follow us and you'll network and learn a ton!
Courtesy heads up to my followers, I'll be leading #HandmadeChat
until 9:00pm ET. Thank you!
Welcome to #HandmadeChat, a weekly Twitter talk show to help you
be successful making and selling your #handmade products. #
HandmadeChat
Welcome to #HandmadeChat, a weekly Twitter talk show to help you
be successful making and selling your #handmade products.
I'm your host, Donna Maria, founder & CEO of Indie Beauty Network
and entrepreneur's mentor and coach. #HandmadeChat
IBN offers coaching, training, products liability insurance for
#handmade entrepreneurs. Join today at http://t.co/x3Oayncx #
HandmadeChat
RT @mayamade: 2 minutes til #HandmadeChat! even if you're too
shy to jump in follow us and youll network and learn a ton! #
HandmadeChat
IBN offers coaching, training, products liability insurance for
#handmade entrepreneurs. Join today at http://t.co/sbo3ouGI #
handmadechat
Tonight's featured partner is @saratiskincare, your source for private
label cosmetics and skincare. #HandmadeChat
Tonight's featured partner is @saratiskincare, your source for private
label cosmetics and skincare - #handmadechat
Tonight's facilitator is @anniesgoathill, goat milk #handmade #soap
from Ohio. Look for her soapmaking book soon!
Tonight's facilitator is @anniesgoathill, goat milk #handmade #soap
from Ohio. Look for her soapmaking book soon! #HandmadeChat
RT @INDIEbusiness: Tonights featured partner is @saratiskincare,
your source for private label cosmetics and skincare. #
HandmadeChat
Courtesy heads up to my followers, I'll be leading #HandmadeChat
until 9:00pm ET. Thank you!
RT @indiebusiness: Welcome to #HandmadeChat, a weekly Twitter
talk show to help you be successful making and selling your
#handmade...
A great one RT @INDIEbusiness: Im your host, Donna Maria, founder
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& CEO of Indie Beauty Network & entrepreneurs mentor & coach #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:02 am anniesgoathill
Hello Everyone. I am thrilled to facilitate tonight's discussion. #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:02 am SoapCoach
RT @HandmadeChat: Tonights featured partner is @saratiskincare,
your source for private label cosmetics and skincare - #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:02 am INDIEbusiness
Our topic is "Organizing Your Day For Maximum Productivity." We're
all in this together. Go @anniesgoathill! #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:02 am anniesgoathill
Yes! Successful time management can be accomplished even when
there are only a few short hours each day to do son #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:03 am HandmadeChat
RT @indiebusiness Our topic is "Organizing Your Day For Maximum
Productivity." We're all in this together. Go @anniesgoathill!
2012-07-20 12:03 am AstridaNaturals
Tuning into the #handmadechat !
2012-07-20 12:03 am INDIEassist
RT @indiebusiness: Our topic is "Organizing Your Day For Maximum
Productivity." We're all in this together. Go @anniesgoathill #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:03 am SoapCoach
RT @INDIEbusiness Our topic is "Organizing Your Day For Maximum
Productivity." We're all in this together. Go @anniesgoathill! #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:04 am anniesgoathill
Q1 WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT YOU DO DAILY TO ENSURE
YOUR BUSINESS RUNS SMOOTHLY? #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:04 am INDIEassist
Welcome @AstridaNaturals and @Kimitrea! #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:04 am SkinCaringSoaps RT @anniesgoathill: Q1 WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT YOU DO
DAILY TO ENSURE YOUR BUSINESS RUNS SMOOTHLY? #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:05 am highwireinheels
RT @anniesgoathill: Successful time management can be
accomplished even when only a few short hours each day to do so #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:05 am anniesgoathill
Q1 WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT TASK YOU DO DAILY TO
ENSURE YOUR BUSINESS RUNS SMOOTHLY? #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:05 am SoapCoach
RT @anniesgoathill: Q1 WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT YOU DO
DAILY TO ENSURE YOUR BUSINESS RUNS SMOOTHLY? #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:05 am INDIEbusiness
RT @anniesgoathill: Q1 WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT TASK
YOU DO DAILY TO ENSURE YOUR BUSINESS RUNS
SMOOTHLY? #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:05 am HandmadeChat
RT @anniesgoathill Q1 WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT TASK
YOU DO DAILY TO ENSURE YOUR BUSINESS RUNS
SMOOTHLY? #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:06 am anniesgoathill
A1a Planning. Plan ahead! Do not operate without a game-plan.
Time is money.n #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:06 am HandmadeChat
RT @anniesgoathill Q1 WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT TASK
YOU DO DAILY TO ENSURE YOUR BUSINESS RUNS
SMOOTHLY? < Great Question! #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:06 am bubsandscrubs
@anniesgoathill Q1 a list of priorities daily. #Handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:06 am SoapCoach
RT @anniesgoathill: A1a Planning. Plan ahead! Do not operate
without a game-plan. Time is money. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:07 am INDIEbusiness
A1 Each night, I write down what specific things I will get done the
next day. Keeps me on track, helps me avoid distractions. #

HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:07 am anniesgoathill
A1b Remember the keys to time management: planning,
organization, and action. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:07 am donnaderosa
I always make to-do lists for the next day, week, etc. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:07 am INDIEassist
I would be no where without my Post-It notes! #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:07 am Kimitrea
Write a vision for that day...n #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:07 am anniesgoathill
Q2 HOW DO YOU DETERMINE WHICH TASKS TO PRIORITIZE
WHEN THE LIST IS SO LONG? #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:07 am INDIEbusiness
To share an answer, use "A1" "A2" and so forth so we can keep a
clean transcript. Do not write "Q1" for an answer. Thanks! #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:08 am anniesgoathill
RT @donnaderosa: I always make to-do lists for the next day, week,
etc. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:08 am mayamade
@SoapCoach @anniesgoathill Q1 #handmadechat making time
everyday to make sure my business is #1 for that hour or five without
interuption.
2012-07-20 12:08 am anniesgoathill
RT @Kimitrea: Write a vision for that day... #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:08 am SkinCaringSoaps A1: Set up my priorities for the day... Goals ahead of time.n #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:08 am SoapCoach
RT @donnaderosa: I always make to-do lists for the next day, week,
etc.// I do that to for a spell & then stop...uugghh #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:08 am INDIEbusiness
RT @donnaderosa: I always make to-do lists for the next day, week,
etc. // So effective to stay on track! #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:08 am anniesgoathill
A2a Determine which tasks are vital to the successful operation of
your business. n #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:08 am INDIEbusiness
RT @anniesgoathill: Q2 HOW DO YOU DETERMINE WHICH TASKS
TO PRIORITIZE WHEN THE LIST IS SO LONG? #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:09 am Postit_MX
RT @INDIEassist: I would be no where without my Post-It notes! #
HandmadeChat #EntodosLosIdiomas =D
2012-07-20 12:09 am INDIEbusiness
A2 For business, I generally prioritize the tasks that lead most directly
to money :) #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:09 am NohaMahmoud
RT @INDIEbusiness: A1 Each night, I write down what specific things
I will get done the next day. Keeps me on track, helps me avoid
distractions. #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:09 am HandmadeChat
RT @anniesgoathill: Q2 HOW DO YOU DETERMINE WHICH TASKS
TO PRIORITIZE WHEN THE LIST IS SO LONG? #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:09 am highwireinheels
RT @INDIEbusiness: RT @anniesgoathill: Q2 HOW DO YOU
DETERMINE WHICH TASKS TO PRIORITIZE WHEN THE LIST IS
SO LONG? #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:09 am NohaMahmoud
RT @INDIEbusiness: To share an answer, use "A1" "A2" and so forth
so we can keep a clean transcript. Do not write "Q1" for an answer.
Thanks! #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:09 am anniesgoathill
RT @INDIEbusiness: A2 For business, I generally prioritize the tasks
that lead most directly to money :) #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:09 am WherePlantsRock #handmadechat just started @misskurmudgeon @Greensoil #craft
#art #handmade
2012-07-20 12:09 am SoapCoach
RT @anniesgoathill: Q2 HOW DO YOU DETERMINE WHICH TASKS
TO PRIORITIZE WHEN THE LIST IS SO LONG? #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:09 am anniesgoathill
A2b Plan and schedule tasks according to type, ie: production,
bookkeeping, writing blog posts and newsletters. #handmadechat

2012-07-20 12:09 am INDIEassist

RT @anniesgoathill: Q2 HOW DO YOU DETERMINE WHICH TASKS
TO PRIORITIZE WHEN THE LIST IS SO LONG? #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:10 am highwireinheels
YES!! RT @donnaderosa: I always make to-do lists for the next day,
week, etc. // So effective to stay on track! #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:10 am mayamade
@donnaderosa anniesgoathill #handmadechat good one. i find
google calender works well with tasks and calender.
2012-07-20 12:10 am highwireinheels
Amen!!! RT @INDIEbusiness: A2 For business, I generally prioritize
the tasks that lead most directly to money :) #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:10 am INDIEbusiness
RT @anniesgoathill: A2a Determine which tasks are vital to the
successful operation of your business // (Yes! do those first!) #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:11 am anniesgoathill
RT @mayamade: @donnaderosa anniesgoathill #handmadechat
good one. i find google calender works well with tasks and calender. #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:11 am highwireinheels
@anniesgoathill A2 - yes, 'chunking' similar activities is so much more
effective than trying to multitask! #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:11 am anniesgoathill
A2c Schedule (maximize) tasks by importance, i.e. production,
website maintenance, newsletter, blog, social media. n #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:11 am SoapCoach
RT @INDIEbusiness: A2 For business, I generally prioritize the tasks
that lead most directly to money :) #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:11 am anniesgoathill
A2d Schedule tasks in a workable manner. A manageable list of 2 or
3 vital items per day. Above that – gravy! #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:11 am HandmadeChat
RT @INDIEbusiness: A2 For business, I generally prioritize the tasks
that lead most directly to money :) #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:12 am anniesgoathill
A2e Working from a small list of tasks enables you to feel a sense of
accomplishment. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:12 am SkinCaringSoaps A2: I look for the long term health of my business. Building my
website first then giveaways next. #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:12 am mayamade
Q2 HOW DO YOU PRIORITIZE WHEN THE LIST IS SO LONG? #
handmadechat A) short term, medium term then long term. i.e. daily,
weekly, yearly.
2012-07-20 12:12 am INDIEbusiness
So true! --> RT @anniesgoathill: A2e Working from a small list of
tasks enables you to feel a sense of accomplishment. #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:12 am SoapCoach
RT @highwireinheels: @anniesgoathill A2 - yes, chunking similar
activities is so much more effective than trying to multitask! #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:12 am donnaderosa
A2 And I try to do some little tasks that don't I know won't take long. #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:12 am SoapCoach
RT @SkinCaringSoaps: A2: I look for the long term health of my
business. Building my website first then giveaways next. #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:12 am anniesgoathill
Q3 HOW DO YOU FOLLOW A TASK TO COMPLETION, EVEN
THOUGH YOU WEAR SO MANY HATS AS A #SMALLBIZ OWNER?
#handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:13 am SkinCaringSoaps @SoapCoach I like your point of view. Wish it worked all the time!n #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:13 am anniesgoathill
RT @donnaderosa: A2 And I try to do some little tasks that dont I
know wont take long. #handmadechat

2012-07-20 12:13 am INDIEbusiness

RT @anniesgoathill: Q3 HOW DO YOU FOLLOW A TASK TO
COMPLETION, EVEN THOUGH YOU WEAR SO MANY HATS AS A
#SMALLBIZ OWNER? #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:13 am anniesgoathill
A3a Once a task is scheduled, make it your appointment. Stick to it.
Stay focused. Your time is valuable. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:13 am HandmadeChat
RT @anniesgoalhill Q3 HOW DO YOU FOLLOW A TASK TO
COMPLETION, EVEN THOUGH YOU WEAR SO MANY HATS AS A
#SMALLBIZ OWNER? #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:13 am INDIEassist
RT RT @anniesgoathill: Q3 HOW DO YOU FOLLOW A TASK TO
COMPLETION, EVEN THOUGH YOU WEAR SO MANY HATS AS A
#SMALLBIZ OWNER? #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:13 am SoapCoach
RT @donnaderosa: A2 And I try to do some little tasks that dont I
know wont take long. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:14 am SoapCoach
RT @anniesgoathill: Q3 HOW DO YOU FOLLOW A TASK TO
COMPLETION, EVEN THOUGH YOU WEAR SO MANY HATS AS A
#SMALLBIZ OWNER? #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:14 am anniesgoathill
A3b Stay organized. Keep clutter to a minimum and leave no loose
ends. Write everything down. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:14 am SoapPrizes
I need to get better at chunking time to tackle the larger projects. #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:14 am donnaderosa
A3 Break larger projects down into smaller tasks. Or pick one large
project and focus only on that. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:14 am NatGoodSoaps
Hi Everyone!! Made it in! Woo Hoo!! #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:14 am INDIEbusiness
RT @anniesgoathill: A3a Once a task is scheduled, make it your
appointment. Stick to it. Stay focused. Your time is valuable. #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:15 am AstridaNaturals
A2. I try to tackle anything that directly leads to customer satisfaction
early in the day. Answering questions... etc. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:15 am SoapCoach
A3 I have to use self talk because the multi-task demon tries to make
me start on something else #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:15 am INDIEassist
RT @anniesgoathill A3b Stay organized. Keep clutter to a minimum &
leave no loose ends. Write everything down.< My mantra! #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:15 am anniesgoathill
A3c Turn off social media (schedule it instead). Turn off the phone.
Do not allow distractions. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:15 am SkinCaringSoaps A3: I stick to my task until it is done. It is disturbing me when not
finished! Other things come next. #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:15 am anniesgoathill
A3d Seek help with children, or plan important working hours around
nap time, for example. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:15 am highwireinheels
@NatGoodSoaps Glad to see you here!n #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:15 am anniesgoathill
RT @SoapCoach: A3 I have to use self talk because the multi-task
demon tries to make me start on something else #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:15 am SoapCoach
RT @anniesgoathill: A3c Turn off social media (schedule it instead).
Turn off the phone. Do not allow distractions. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:16 am INDIEbusiness
A3a I love time chunking. I use my iPhone timer to plow through
things. @SoapPrizes I love to work in chunks of time. #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:16 am Maureen_Harris Welcome Melissa #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:16 am INDIEassist
RT @natgoodsoaps: Hi Everyone!! Made it in! Woo Hoo!! < Welcome!
#handmadechat

2012-07-20 12:16 am SkinCaringSoaps @anniesgoathill Turn off the kids... #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:16 am anniesgoathill
A3e Cooperation from family and friends is important. Announce that
you are going to be unavailable, at “work.” #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:16 am highwireinheels
This is a big productivity boost! RT @anniesgoathill: A3c Turn off
social media & phone. Don't allow distractions. #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:16 am AstridaNaturals
A3d. Put on some good music so that you can't be distracted by
TV/Phone etc. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:16 am SoapCoach
@SoapPrizes I heard 90 minutes time slots are a good way to stay
focused #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:17 am NatGoodSoaps
I need to learn how to chunk time a little better. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:17 am anniesgoathill
A3f Family and friends will soon learn that your business is your work
and that your time focused is valuable.n #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:17 am mayamade
A3 #HandmadeChat write everything down, keep separate
notebooks for each project & use a check list. & a small business
buddy understands.
2012-07-20 12:17 am SkinCaringSoaps @anniesgoathill Love nap times. Summer camp doesn't have naps! #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:17 am highwireinheels
RT @SoapCoach: A3 I have to use self talk because the multi-task
demon tries to make me start on something else #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:17 am INDIEbusiness
A3b If you set a specific time frame to do something, it usually takes
that long to do it. It works! #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:17 am NatGoodSoaps
A3c: I have decided to leave some groups on FB to limit my activity
on it. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:17 am INDIEassist
RT @soapcoach: @SoapPrizes I heard 90 minutes time slots are a
good way to stay focused #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:17 am anniesgoathill
RT @INDIEbusiness: A3b If you set a specific time frame to do
something, it usually takes that long to do it. It works! #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:18 am bubsandscrubs
Yes! RT @AstridaNaturals: A3d. Put on some good music so that you
cant be distracted by TV/Phone etc. #Handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:18 am anniesgoathill
Q4 HOW DO YOU SCHEDULE TIME FOR SOCIAL MEDIA? #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:18 am INDIEbusiness
I once thought multi-tasking served me well. I "felt like" I was
accomplishing things. I was lying to myself. #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:18 am SoapCoach
RT @NatGoodSoaps: A3c: I have decided to leave some groups on
FB to limit my activity on it//they are definitely time vampires #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:18 am INDIEbusiness
RT @anniesgoathill: Q4 HOW DO YOU SCHEDULE TIME FOR
SOCIAL MEDIA? #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:18 am anniesgoathill
A4a Social media is an important way for your business to publish
content and interact with others. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:18 am SoapCoach
RT @anniesgoathill: Q4 HOW DO YOU SCHEDULE TIME FOR
SOCIAL MEDIA? #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:18 am HandmadeChat
RT @anniesgoathill: Q4 HOW DO YOU SCHEDULE TIME FOR
SOCIAL MEDIA? #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:18 am AstridaNaturals
RT @anniesgoathill: RT @INDIEbusiness: A3b If you set a specific
time frame to do something, it usually takes that long to do it. It works!
#handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:19 am highwireinheels
For me, 30-45 minutes is max before I take a break. @SoapPrizes I
heard 90 minutes time slots are a good way to stay focused #

HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:19 am anniesgoathill
A4b Social media, when it comes to business, is not a way for you to
escape from the tasks at hand. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:19 am SkinCaringSoaps @INDIEbusiness Time frames always stressed me out. I work until I
am done and I can stay focused when not stressed. #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:19 am INDIEassist
RT @indiebusiness: RT @anniesgoathill: Q4 HOW DO YOU
SCHEDULE TIME FOR SOCIAL MEDIA? #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:19 am INDIEbusiness
A4 I don't think about scheduling time for "social media." I think about
scheduling time to market my biz. #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:19 am anniesgoathill
A4c Schedule your Twitter, Facebook, and other social media time in
blocks. 10 mins morning, 10 mins afternoon. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:19 am SoapPrizes
@INDIEbusiness @SoapCoach I like the idea of 90 mins. I tend to
be easily distracted like Dug from Up. Squirrel! #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:19 am highwireinheels
RT @SoapCoach: RT @NatGoodSoaps: I left some groups on FB to
limit my activity on it//they are definitely time vampires #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:19 am NatGoodSoaps
A4a: I try to manage social media during lunch time and at night time.
#handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:19 am SkinCaringSoaps A4: Every day while I check my emails or once I am done with
everything else. #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:20 am anniesgoathill
A4d If you want personal social time, limit it to lunch breaks and after
working hours. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:20 am Maureen_Harris RT @anniesgoathill: A4c Schedule your Twitter, Facebook, and other
social media time in blocks. 10 mins morning, 10 mins afternoon. #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:20 am INDIEbusiness
RT @anniesgoathill: A4c Schedule Twitter, Facebook, other social
media time in blocks. 10 min morning, 10 min afternoon. #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:20 am SoapCoach
RT @SkinCaringSoaps: A4: Every day while I check my emails or
once I am done with everything else. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:20 am NatGoodSoaps
90 mns is too long for me. I sometimes have an attention span of a
nat! LOL #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:20 am SoapCoach
RT @anniesgoathill: A4d If you want personal social time, limit it to
lunch breaks and after working hours. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:20 am INDIEassist
It's hard to turn off social media when it is 24/7! #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:20 am anniesgoathill
A4e Do not mix personal social time with business time, it is
counter-productive, and may be obvious to customers.n #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:20 am HandmadeChat
RT @indiebusiness: A4 I don't think about scheduling time for "social
media." I think about scheduling time to market my biz. #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:20 am anniesgoathill
RT @NatGoodSoaps: A4a: I try to manage social media during lunch
time and at night time. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:21 am SkinCaringSoaps RT @anniesgoathill: A4c Schedule Twitter, Facebook, other social
media time in blocks. 10 min morning, 10 min afternoon. #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:21 am NatGoodSoaps
@anniesgoathill, I like the 10 mns scheduling idea. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:21 am INDIEbusiness
RT @anniesgoathill: A4e Do not mix personal social time with biz
time, it's counter-productive, may be obvious to customers. #
HandmadeChat

2012-07-20 12:21 am anniesgoathill

RT @INDIEassist: Its hard to turn off social media when it is 24/7! #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:21 am highwireinheels
RT @indiebusiness: A4 I don't think about scheduling time for "social
media." I think about scheduling time to market my biz. #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:21 am NatGoodSoaps
RT @anniesgoathill: A4e Do not mix personal social time with biz
time, it is counter-productive & may be obvious to customers. #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:22 am INDIEbusiness
RT @INDIEassist: Its hard to turn off social media when it is 24/7! //
Used to be hard for me. Then, too many rabbit holes. #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:22 am NatGoodSoaps
RT @anniesgoathill: RT @INDIEassist: Its hard to turn off social
media when it is 24/7! #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:22 am mayamade
A4 hootsuite, pinterest, fb groups, forums, twitter, etc. scheduled in
the a.m. before anyone else is awake. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:22 am anniesgoathill
Q5 HOW DO YOU ORGANIZE YOUR DAYS SO YOU CAN WORK
*ON* YOUR BUSINESS INSTEAD OF *IN* IT? n #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:22 am SoapCoach
Ssssooo True! RT @anniesgoathill: RT @INDIEassist: Its hard to turn
off social media when it is 24/7! #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:22 am SoapPrizes
@highwireinheels Thanks. That may work well for our smaller tasks
like email and follow-ups. #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:22 am SoapCoach
RT @mayamade: A4 hootsuite, pinterest, fb groups, forums, twitter,
etc. scheduled in the a.m. before anyone else is awake. #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:22 am SkinCaringSoaps @INDIEassist Yes, but social media 24/7 brings free business! Even
when we are not on there! #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:22 am INDIEassist
RT @mayamade: A4 hootsuite, pinterest, fb groups, forums, twitter,
etc. scheduled in the a.m. before anyone else is awake. #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:23 am anniesgoathill
RT @SoapPrizes: @highwireinheels Thanks. That may work well for
our smaller tasks like email and follow-ups. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:23 am SoapCoach
This a good one!! RT @anniesgoathill: Q5 HOW DO YOU
ORGANIZE YOUR DAYS SO YOU CAN WORK *ON* YOUR
BUSINESS INSTEAD OF *IN* IT? #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:23 am INDIEassist
RT @anniesgoathill: Q5 HOW DO YOU ORGANIZE YOUR DAYS SO
YOU CAN WORK *ON* YOUR BUSINESS INSTEAD OF *IN* IT? n #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:23 am anniesgoathill
A5a A decision has to be made from the beginning, how much time
per week (or day) can you allot to your business?n #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:23 am INDIEbusiness
RT @anniesgoathill: Q5 HOW DO YOU ORGANIZE YOUR DAYS SO
YOU CAN WORK *ON* YOUR BUSINESS INSTEAD OF *IN* IT? #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:23 am NatGoodSoaps
@SoapPrizes @highwireinheels small tasks work for me and I just
have to manage it a bit better. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:24 am HandmadeChat
RT @anniesgoathill: Q5 HOW DO YOU ORGANIZE YOUR DAYS SO
YOU CAN WORK *ON* YOUR BUSINESS INSTEAD OF *IN* IT? #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:24 am SoapCoach
RT @anniesgoathill: A5a A decision has to be made from the
beginning-how much time per week/day can you allot to your
business #handmadechat

2012-07-20 12:24 am anniesgoathill

A5b What tasks do you need to accomplish to keep your business in
production? Most often it is not the fun tasks. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:25 am INDIEbusiness
Q5a I am blessed to have @indieassist and another personal
assistant to free me up to work *on* my #smallbiz. #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:25 am NatGoodSoaps
RT @anniesgoathill: A5a A decision has to be made from the start,
how much time per week/day can you allot to your biz? #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:25 am anniesgoathill
A5c Commitment to the most important tasks to successfully operate
your business is key. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:25 am INDIEbusiness
Ooops --> A5a I am blessed to have @indieassist and another
personal assistant to free me up to work *on* my #smallbiz. #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:25 am highwireinheels
Another question might be how much time WILL you allot to your
business this week (often is different than 'can'). #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:25 am NatGoodSoaps
RT @anniesgoathill: A5c Commitment to the most important tasks to
successfully operate your business is key. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:26 am AstridaNaturals
A5. Make sure at least one of your daily tasks helps your biz with a
long term goal so you keep the big pic in mind. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:26 am anniesgoathill
A5d Seek a coach, a mentor, or a trusted friend (second pair of eyes),
to help you stay focused and committed. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:26 am mayamade
@HandmadeChat @anniesgoathill can you restate the question?
2012-07-20 12:26 am SkinCaringSoaps A5: It depends on my priorities at that time. It may change from one
week to the other. #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:26 am INDIEbusiness
A5b Highly encourage *every Indie* to get assistant. Huge difference
in how much hair you pull out daily. #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:26 am NatGoodSoaps
RT @highwireinheels: Another ques might be how much time WILL
you allot to your biz this week (often is different than can). #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:27 am INDIEbusiness
RT @anniesgoathill: A5d Seek a coach, a mentor, or trusted friend
(second pair of eyes), to help you stay focused, committed. #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:27 am highwireinheels
For me once I made the commitment that my biz was a priority,
productivity and profits increased. #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:27 am anniesgoathill
RT @INDIEbusiness: A5b Highly encourage *every Indie* to get
assistant. Huge difference in how much hair you pull out daily. #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:27 am INDIEbusiness
RT @AstridaNaturals: A5. Make sure at least one daily task helps biz
with a long term goal so you keep the big pic in mind. #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:27 am highwireinheels
YES!! RT @INDIEbusiness: A5b Highly encourage *every Indie* to
get asst. Huge difference in how much hair you pull out daily. #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:27 am anniesgoathill
RT @highwireinheels: For me once I made the commitment that my
biz was a priority, productivity and profits increased. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:27 am SkinCaringSoaps @INDIEbusiness I am trying to raise my toddler to become my
assistant. :) #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:27 am anniesgoathill
RT @SkinCaringSoaps: A5: It depends on my priorities at that time. It
may change from one week to the other. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:28 am INDIEbusiness
RT @bubsandscrubs: Yes! RT @AstridaNaturals: A3d. Put on some
good music so that you cant be distracted by TV/Phone etc. #

Handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:28 am NatGoodSoaps
@AstridaNaturals good point about keeping the L/T Goal in the
forefront. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:28 am INDIEassist
RT @natgoodsoaps: @AstridaNaturals good point about keeping the
L/T Goal in the forefront. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:28 am highwireinheels
@SkinCaringSoaps You should check out the transcript from last
week's chat! All about working with kids around. #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:29 am SkinCaringSoaps RT @highwireinheels: For me once I made the commitment that my
biz was a priority, productivity and profits increased. #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:29 am mayamade
A5 I have a good friend who also owns a sm. business. we support
each other and brainstorm ideas. makes a huge difference. #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:29 am SoapPrizes
Anyone in this chat juggling 2 jobs? I am right now and it makes
staying organized very difficult. Would love any advice. #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:29 am anniesgoathill
RT @Kimitrea: I am so happy to be a part of Indies Team (Good to
have you here!)n #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:29 am INDIEbusiness
Thrilled to see @skincaringsoaps @astridanaturals @soapprizes
@mayamade @bubsandscrubs @maureen_harris at tonight's #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:30 am SoapCoach
RT @anniesgoathill: RT @Kimitrea: I am so happy to be a part of
Indies Team (Good to have you here!) #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:30 am natproducts2
@SkinCaringSoaps Thats a good idea. Before I know it the morning
is shot. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:30 am SoapCoach
RT @INDIEbusiness: Thrilled to see @skincaringsoaps
@astridanaturals @soapprizes @mayamade @bubsandscrubs
@maureen_harris #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:30 am NatGoodSoaps
@mayamade support from other Indies is key. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:30 am bethschillaci
@SkinCaringSoaps Put your toddler in charge of handling calls from
telemarketers ;-) #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:31 am mayamade
RT @INDIEbusiness: Thrilled to see @skincaringsoaps
@astridanaturals @soapprizes @mayamade @bubsandscrubs
@maureen_harris at tonight's #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:31 am bubsandscrubs
@SoapPrizes Yes, I have two. Evenings and weekends for the
dream. #Handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:31 am Maureen_Harris It is so good to be here learning from my fellow Indies #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:31 am anniesgoathill
RT @SoapPrizes: Anyone in this chat juggling 2 jobs? I am & it
makes staying organized very difficult. Would love any advice. #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:31 am highwireinheels
@SoapPrizes I'm juggling multiple businesses...what kind of advice
are you looking for? #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:31 am INDIEbusiness
RT @SoapPrizes: Anyone juggling 2 jobs? I am - it makes staying
organized difficult. Would love advice. #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:31 am INDIEassist
Needs advice. > @soapprizes: Anyone in this chat juggling 2 jobs? I
am right now & it makes staying organized very difficult. #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:31 am SoapCoach
RT @bubsandscrubs: @SoapPrizes Yes, I have two. Evenings and
weekends for the dream. #handmadechat

2012-07-20 12:31 am highwireinheels

So true! They understand better than those in corporate jobs. RT
@NatGoodSoaps: @mayamade support from other Indies is key. #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:32 am INDIEbusiness
RT @bubsandscrubs: @SoapPrizes Yes, I have two. Evenings and
weekends for the dream. // You're amazing at what you do, Brenda! #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:32 am AstridaNaturals
@SoapPrizes I am. I'm also a web designer. Keeping a balance is
tough. Still getting a handle on it #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:32 am anniesgoathill
Hint: Try to keep your tweets under 120 characters...so they can be
retweeted! #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:32 am natproducts2
@highwireinheels Mine is how to get it all in. Labeling soaps,
accounting books, prepping for the flea market,website.n #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:32 am anniesgoathill
RT @SoapCoach: RT @bubsandscrubs: @SoapPrizes Yes, I have
two. Evenings and weekends for the dream. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:32 am INDIEbusiness
RT @anniesgoathill: Hint: Try to keep your tweets under 120
characters...so they can be retweeted! #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:32 am INDIEassist
RT @anniesgoathill: Hint: Try to keep your tweets under 120
characters...so they can be retweeted! #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:32 am HandmadeChat
RT @anniesgoathill: Hint: Try to keep your tweets under 120
characters...so they can be retweeted! #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:32 am NatGoodSoaps
@SoapPrizes I have a full time job, single mom and managing 2
online biz..Overwhelming but I am still managing. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:32 am mayamade
RT @highwireinheels: So true! They understand better than those in
corporate jobs. RT @NatGoodSoaps: @mayamade support from
other Indies is key. #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:32 am SoapPrizes
@highwireinheels Mainly how do you juggle 2 businesses and keep
them both growing? #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:33 am NatGoodSoaps
RT @anniesgoathill: Hint: Try to keep your tweets under 120
characters...so they can be retweeted! #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:33 am chamoooooooooo RT @INDIEbusiness: RT @anniesgoathill: Hint: Try to keep your
o
tweets under 120 characters...so they can be retweeted! #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:33 am bubsandscrubs
Couldn't agree more! RT @Maureen_Harris: It is so good to be here
learning from my fellow Indies #Handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:33 am highwireinheels
RT @anniesgoathill: Hint: Try to keep your tweets under 120
characters...so they can be retweeted! #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:33 am anniesgoathill
RT @natproducts2 @highwireinheels Mine is how to get it all in.
Labeling soaps, acctg books, prepping for flea market,website. #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:33 am INDIEbusiness
I worked a full-time job and my biz before a few years before going
full-time in my biz. For the dream as @bubsandscrubs said. #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:33 am INDIEbusiness
RT @bubsandscrubs: Couldnt agree more! RT @Maureen_Harris: It
is so good to be here learning from my fellow Indies #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:34 am anniesgoathill
Q6 HOW DO YOU FEEL WHEN YOU REALLY APPLY YOURSELF,
ELIMINATE DISTRACTIONS AND ACHIEVE A BIG GOAL?! #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:34 am natproducts2
Keeping up with supplies, and having time for your craft. #
handmadechat

2012-07-20 12:34 am INDIEassist

RT @anniesgoathill: Q6 HOW DO YOU FEEL WHEN YOU REALLY
APPLY YOURSELF, ELIMINATE DISTRACTIONS AND ACHIEVE A
BIG GOAL?! #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:34 am INDIEbusiness
To juggle more than one biz, keep both growing; for me has required
running complementary biz and leveraging them. @soaprizes #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:34 am natproducts2
@anniesgoathill Like I really accomplished something. #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:35 am mayamade
@natproducts2 @highwireinheels times for soaping, wrap, package,
test. plan it all. soaping on sat. night, label on sun. etc. #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:35 am INDIEbusiness
RT @anniesgoathill: Q6 HOW DO YOU FEEL WHEN YOU REALLY
APPLY YOURSELF, ELIMINATE DISTRACTIONS AND ACHIEVE A
BIG GOAL?! #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:35 am SoapPrizes
@NatGoodSoaps @AstridaNaturals @bubsandscrubs Looks like a
lot of multi-taskers out there. Thanks! #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:35 am donnaderosa
A6 Feels great knowing the hard work is for me and not another
company #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:35 am anniesgoathill
RT @SoapPrizes: @highwireinheels Mainly how do you juggle 2
businesses and keep them both growing? #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:35 am SkinCaringSoaps Q6: proud and rewarded!n #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:35 am bubsandscrubs
@INDIEbusiness thank you for the encouragement, we're all pretty
amazing! #Handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:35 am NatGoodSoaps
Q6a: I feel WONDERFUL!! I need to do it more often! LOL #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:35 am highwireinheels
@SoapPrizes I fiercely protect my work time and schedule everything
(even time to deal w/misc stuff that pops up). #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:35 am SkinCaringSoaps Sorry, A6! #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:35 am HandmadeChat
RT @indiebusiness: To juggle more than one biz, for me has required
running complementary biz and leveraging them. @soaprizes #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:35 am AstridaNaturals
RT @INDIEbusiness: To juggle more than one biz, keep both
growing; for me has required running complementary biz and
leveraging them. @soaprizes #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:35 am SoapCoach
@natproducts2 you may have to outsource or get an asst to help
w/labeling, accounting, etc.-maybe a high school intern #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:35 am anniesgoathill
RT @SkinCaringSoaps: Q6: proud and rewarded! #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:35 am HandmadeChat
RT @anniesgoathill: Q6 HOW DO YOU FEEL WHEN YOU REALLY
APPLY YOURSELF, ELIMINATE DISTRACTIONS AND ACHIEVE A
BIG GOAL?! #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:36 am anniesgoathill
RT @NatGoodSoaps: Q6a: I feel WONDERFUL!! I need to do it more
often! LOL #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:36 am natproducts2
@SoapPrizes Family, 2-3 flea markets a week, and the list goes on
and on. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:36 am INDIEassist
RT @soapprizes: @NatGoodSoaps @AstridaNaturals
@bubsandscrubs Looks like a lot of multi-taskers out there. Thanks!
#handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:36 am highwireinheels
Sometimes means really late nights followed by early mornings but
it's worth it to me. #HandmadeChat

2012-07-20 12:36 am Maureen_Harris
2012-07-20 12:36 am NatGoodSoaps
2012-07-20 12:36 am INDIEassist
2012-07-20 12:36 am SoapCoach
2012-07-20 12:36 am AstridaNaturals
2012-07-20 12:36 am SoapCoach
2012-07-20 12:36 am anniesgoathill

2012-07-20 12:37 am anniesgoathill
2012-07-20 12:37 am mayamade
2012-07-20 12:37 am natproducts2
2012-07-20 12:37 am Maureen_Harris

2012-07-20 12:37 am anniesgoathill
2012-07-20 12:37 am INDIEbusiness
2012-07-20 12:37 am bubsandscrubs
2012-07-20 12:37 am highwireinheels

2012-07-20 12:37 am anniesgoathill
2012-07-20 12:37 am MichelleTalbert
2012-07-20 12:37 am anniesgoathill
2012-07-20 12:37 am natproducts2
2012-07-20 12:38 am SoapCoach
2012-07-20 12:38 am NatGoodSoaps
2012-07-20 12:38 am anniesgoathill

2012-07-20 12:38 am highwireinheels
2012-07-20 12:38 am AstridaNaturals
2012-07-20 12:38 am INDIEbusiness

RT @donnaderosa: A6 Feels great knowing the hard work is for me
and not another company #handmadechat
RT @bubsandscrubs: @INDIEbusiness thank you for the
encouragement, were all pretty amazing! #handmadechat
A6 Nothing feels better than crossing a task off a list! #
handmadechat
^5 on that one! RT @donnaderosa: A6 Feels great knowing the hard
work is for me and not another company #handmadechat
A6. Really awesome and inspired to do more! #handmadechat
RT @highwireinheels: Sometimes means really late nights followed
by early mornings but its worth it to me. #handmadechat
RT @SoapCoach @natproducts2 you may have to outsource or get
asst to help w/labeling, accountng, etc.-maybe high school intern #
handmadechat
A6a The sense of accomplishment and productivity generates a clear
mind, which boosts creativity and energy! #handmadechat
@INDIEassist @anniesgoathill #handmadechat A6 invincible!
incredible! unstoppable! independent! successful! wonderful!
Working on setting up a daytimer to schedule it all. #handmadechat
RT @SoapCoach: @natproducts2 you may have to outsource or get
an asst to help w/labeling, accounting, etc.-maybe a high school
intern #handmadechat
RT @INDIEassist: A6 Nothing feels better than crossing a task off a
list! #handmadechat
A6 It's a feeling of utter satisfaction. One of my mottos "Do your best
and leave the results to God." #HandmadeChat
A6. Motivated to do more! #Handmadechat
Glad u r teaching me how!RT @indiebusiness:To juggle more than 1
biz has required running complementary biz/leveraging them. #
HandmadeChat
RT @AstridaNaturals: A6. Really awesome and inspired to do more!
(yes!!!) #handmadechat
RT @INDIEbusiness: A6 It's a feeling of utter satisfaction. One of my
mottos "Do your best and leave the results to God." #HandmadeChat
RT @natproducts2: Working on setting up a daytimer to schedule it
all. (I use one too.) #handmadechat
@anniesgoathill I agree. #handmadechat
It does super charge you into wanting to tackle more RT
@bubsandscrubs: A6. Motivated to do more! #handmadechat
Sorry everyone, I have to go. Just drove back from a biz trip 7 hours
long and I am exhausted... #handmadechat
Google calendar does wonders for me. I schedule farm tasks (for
animals) and business on one calendar, using diff colors. #
handmadechat
A6 - Utter joy - such fulfillment, accomplishment and pride when I
reach a big goal or finish a huge task. #HandmadeChat
@anniesgoathill @SoapCoach @natproducts2 Good advice! Knowing
when and what to outsource #handmadechat
I find that #Google Calendar works well. Can set up "dings" to your
email to remind of things. @anniesgoathill @natproducts2 #

HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:39 am NatGoodSoaps
Indie hugs to all!! Until next week..Same time same bat channel. #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:39 am INDIEbusiness
@NatGoodSoaps Have a great night, Melissa. Get some rest! Thanks
for joining us. #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:39 am bubsandscrubs
@NatGoodSoaps Night night! #Handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:39 am SoapCoach
buenos noches @natgoodsoaps! #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:39 am SoapPrizes
@NatGoodSoaps Have a great week! #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:39 am SkinCaringSoaps @INDIEbusiness My grandma would say: help yourselp and God will
help you (translation from French). #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:39 am natproducts2
@anniesgoathill I am beginning to think this is the only way. #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:39 am highwireinheels
@anniesgoathill Yes, interns can be a great help in delegating tasks
and growing your biz #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:40 am mayamade
RT @INDIEbusiness: @NatGoodSoaps Have a great night, Melissa.
Get some rest! Thanks for joining us. #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:40 am highwireinheels
@NatGoodSoaps Goodnight Melissa, see you here next week! #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:40 am INDIEassist
Along with #Google Cal., I enjoy an old fashioned pen and pad
calendar too! #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:40 am anniesgoathill
RT @SkinCaringSoaps: @INDIEbusiness My grandma would say:
help yourselp and God will help you (translation from French). #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:40 am NatGoodSoaps
Thanks @INDIEbusiness, I really didn't want to miss it..Thanks
@anniesgoathill for your many ideas. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:40 am SkinCaringSoaps @NatGoodSoaps Good night Melissa! #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:40 am anniesgoathill
RT @INDIEassist: Along with #Google Cal., I enjoy an old fashioned
pen and pad calendar too! #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:40 am natproducts2
@INDIEbusiness Thanks for sharing. Just got an Android Note
phone. Will look that one up. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:40 am mayamade
@INDIEbusiness @anniesgoathill @natproducts2 never thought
google would help me so much! #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:40 am Maureen_Harris You're Grandma was wise @sksincaringsoaps #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:41 am anniesgoathill
Notes - take a lot of notes. I also use my phone to record voice
messages. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:41 am INDIEbusiness
I agree interns can help, but as you grow, get people to work for you
in exchange for money. #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:41 am highwireinheels
Me too - I like writing down and checking off! RT @INDIEassist: Along
with #Google Cal I enjoy a pen and pad calendar too! #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:41 am INDIEassist
Anyone use Evernote? #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:41 am SoapCoach
Me too! RT @anniesgoathill: RT @INDIEassist: Along with #Google
Cal., I enjoy an old fashioned pen and pad calendar too! #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:41 am anniesgoathill
RT @highwireinheels: A6 - Utter joy-such fulfillment, accomplishment
and pride when I reach a big goal or finish a huge task. #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:41 am SoapCoach
RT @INDIEbusiness: I agree interns can help, but as you grow, get
people to work for you in exchange for money. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:42 am INDIEbusiness
Continuity in biz is important, not just having people work for free. Pay

money, people take your biz more seriously. #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:42 am natproducts2
@anniesgoathill Good idea. Need to use voice. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:42 am bubsandscrubs
Gotta start using #google calendar again. Sounds improved! #
Handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:42 am INDIEbusiness
Yes! Yes! I am an Evernote groupie! --> RT @INDIEassist: Anyone
use Evernote? #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:42 am SoapCoach
I use OneNote and love it. RT @INDIEassist: Anyone use Evernote?
#handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:42 am SkinCaringSoaps @Maureen_Harris Thank you! :) #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:42 am anniesgoathill
RT @INDIEassist: Anyone use Evernote? (No, have you?) #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:42 am INDIEassist
RT @natproducts2: @anniesgoathill Good idea. Need to use voice. #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:42 am highwireinheels
I LOVE my recording app on my iphone! RT @anniesgoathill: I use
my phone to record voice messages. #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:43 am bubsandscrubs
RT @INDIEassist: Anyone use Evernote? //. Yes. I love it for
bookmarking and organizing content in the #cloud #Handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:43 am SoapCoach
RT @highwireinheels: I LOVE my recording app on my iphone! RT
@anniesgoathill: I use my phone to record voice messages. #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:43 am INDIEbusiness
Have not used OneNote, will check. Thanks! --> RT @SoapCoach: I
use OneNote and love it. RT @INDIEassist: Anyone use Evernote? #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:43 am INDIEassist
@INDIEBusiness has introduced me to it. I look forward to using it!
Must be better than a dozen Post-It's hanging all around! #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:43 am natproducts2
@highwireinheels Just got my android Galaxy Note. It has
everything. Haven't tried those apps yet. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:43 am SkinCaringSoaps RT @INDIEbusiness: Yes! Yes! I am an Evernote groupie! --> RT
@INDIEassist: Anyone use Evernote? #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:44 am highwireinheels
I have some team members who started as interns and I brought
them on board, they are so fabulous! #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:44 am natproducts2
@bubsandscrubs I heard it was good. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:44 am AstridaNaturals
I've never tried google calendar really, I'll have to try it out. #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:44 am highwireinheels
I want to learn to use it more effectively. RT @anniesgoathill: RT
@INDIEassist: Anyone use Evernote? (No, have you?) #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:44 am anniesgoathill
RT @natproducts2: @highwireinheels Just got my android Galaxy
Note. It has everything. Havent tried those apps yet. #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:44 am anniesgoathill
RT @highwireinheels: I have some team members who started as
interns and I brought them on board, they are so fabulous! #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:44 am natproducts2
I love OneNote through MS. Great! #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:44 am INDIEbusiness
Yay --> RT @highwireinheels: I have some team members who
started as interns, brought them on board, they are so fabulous! #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:44 am INDIEassist
RT @bubsandscrubs: RT @INDIEassist: Anyone use Evernote? //.
Yes. I love it for bookmarking & organizing content in the #cloud #

Handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:44 am SoapCoach
RT @highwireinheels: I have some team members who started as
interns and I brought them on board, they are so fabulous! #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:45 am SoapCoach
RT @natproducts2: I love OneNote through MS. Great! #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:45 am INDIEbusiness
You'll love it --> RT @AstridaNaturals: Ive never tried google calendar
really, Ill have to try it out. #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:45 am INDIEassist
RT @natproducts2: I love OneNote through MS. Great! #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:45 am natproducts2
@SkinCaringSoaps Any links to go to on how to use it? #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:45 am anniesgoathill
@highwireinheels - Yes, the recording app on the iPhone! I speak
what I am going to write later, record it. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:46 am SkinCaringSoaps @INDIEassist I am still using the post-it... All over my desk! Since I
was a student. Need to find something more modern! #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:46 am highwireinheels
@anniesgoathill That's how I've done a lot of our book, did you know
that? :-) #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:46 am INDIEbusiness
Re: Post-it being everywhere -- I bet that's a funny picture :)
@SkinCaringSoaps #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:47 am Maureen_Harris RT @anniesgoathill: @highwireinheels - Yes, the recording app on
the iPhone! I speak what I am going to write later, record it. #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:47 am INDIEassist
@skincaringsoaps Technology is a wonderful thing! #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:47 am INDIEbusiness
@natproducts2 How to use what? #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:47 am anniesgoathill
@SkinCaringSoaps Yes, me too, I have Post-It-Notes everywhere
too. Nearly every room in my house. Write it down, it works! #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:47 am mayamade
#handmadechat must check out evernote. sounds useful. thanks
everyone
2012-07-20 12:47 am SoapCoach
It's good for visualization RT @INDIEbusiness: Re: Post-it being
everywhere - I bet thats a funny picture :) @SkinCaringSoaps #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:48 am Maureen_Harris I really need to be more techie #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:48 am SkinCaringSoaps @natproducts2 I don't know! I just retweeted. I need to look into
Google calendar too! #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:48 am anniesgoathill
@highwireinheels You too? I record voice notes for blog posts.
Allows me to "feel it
2012-07-20 12:48 am INDIEbusiness
To learn to use Evernote effectively, Get this book - Evernote
Essentials http://t.co/mVTtxNOl #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:49 am SkinCaringSoaps @INDIEbusiness Yes! They are all different colors! :) #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:49 am Maureen_Harris Sounds like I'm missing a lot #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:49 am SoapCoach
You'll catch on ;-) RT @Maureen_Harris: I really need to be more
techie #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:49 am tygerheartsoap
@SoapCoach @indieassist started using one note while teaching
high school. Love it. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:49 am anniesgoathill
RT @mayamade: #handmadechat must check out evernote. sounds
useful. thanks everyone (I will be checking into it too.) #

handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:49 am INDIEassist
RT @indiebusiness: To learn to use Evernote effectively, Get this
book - Evernote Essentials http://t.co/z8lYx3BP #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:49 am anniesgoathill
RT @Maureen_Harris: Sounds like Im missing a lot (We learn from
each other - the gem of a chat!) #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:49 am SoapCoach
I love it too RT @tygerheartsoap: @SoapCoach @indieassist started
using one note while teaching high school. Love it. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:50 am SkinCaringSoaps @anniesgoathill I feel better now. Thank you! #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:50 am bubsandscrubs
I also have mini notebooks I keep with me at all times to jot ideas for
follow up. #Handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:50 am natproducts2
@tygerheartsoap I have all my recipes divided up by pages, business
resources, etc different sections. Love it. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:50 am highwireinheels
RT @anniesgoathill: RT @Maureen_Harris: Sounds like Im missing a
lot (We learn from each other - the gem of a chat!) #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:50 am anniesgoathill
RT @bubsandscrubs: I also have mini notebooks I keep with me at all
times to jot ideas for follow up. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:50 am mayamade
@INDIEassist @indiebusiness #handmadechat thanks so much!
2012-07-20 12:51 am anniesgoathill
RT @tygerheartsoap: @SoapCoach @indieassist started using one
note while teaching high school. Love it. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:51 am natproducts2
@INDIEassist Thank you. Is there a transcription of this chat? I
would like to catch what I missed earlier. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:51 am highwireinheels
I do too in diaper bag/purse RT @bubsandscrubs: I also have mini
notebooks to jot ideas for follow up. #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:51 am anniesgoathill
This is such a super discussion! We'll post the final question in a
minute or two. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:51 am INDIEbusiness
I just want to thank everyone for all the great tips you are sharing
tonight! #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:51 am mayamade
@anniesgoathill @bubsandscrubs me too! #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:51 am bethschillaci
@bubsandscrubs I'm a huge notebook fan. It helps me to be able to
sketch out my thoughts. #Handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:52 am SoapCoach
For when inspiration hits RT @bubsandscrubs: I also have mini
notebooks I keep w/me at all times to jot ideas for follow up. #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:52 am highwireinheels
RT @INDIEbusiness: I just want to thank everyone for all the great
tips you are sharing tonight! #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:52 am INDIEassist
RT @mayamade: @INDIEassist @INDIEbusiness #handmadechat
thanks so much! < You are welcome! Make sure you join us again!
2012-07-20 12:52 am Maureen_Harris RT @anniesgoathill: This is such a super discussion! We'll post the
final question in a minute or two. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:52 am INDIEbusiness
@natproducts2 I get a transcript after each chat. I will blog tomorrow,
along with our #HandmadeChat Team. #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:52 am mayamade
@natproducts2 @tygerheartsoap that is a good idea. sections for
herbs, recipes, etc. thanks! #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:52 am SoapCoach
They were great! RT @INDIEbusiness: I just want to thank everyone
for all the great tips you are sharing tonight! #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:52 am INDIEassist
RT @indiebusiness: I just want to thank everyone for all the great tips
you are sharing tonight! #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:52 am AstridaNaturals
#HandmadeChat Lot's of helpful info here!
2012-07-20 12:52 am anniesgoathill
RT @bethschillaci: @bubsandscrubs Im a huge notebook fan. It helps
me to be able to sketch out my thoughts. (paper notebook?) #

2012-07-20 12:52 am INDIEbusiness
2012-07-20 12:52 am anniesgoathill

2012-07-20 12:52 am natproducts2
2012-07-20 12:52 am INDIEbusiness

2012-07-20 12:53 am anniesgoathill

2012-07-20 12:53 am INDIEbusiness

2012-07-20 12:53 am Maureen_Harris
2012-07-20 12:53 am HandmadeChat

2012-07-20 12:53 am donnaderosa
2012-07-20 12:53 am natproducts2
2012-07-20 12:53 am AstridaNaturals
2012-07-20 12:53 am SoapCoach

2012-07-20 12:53 am INDIEassist
2012-07-20 12:54 am anniesgoathill
2012-07-20 12:54 am INDIEassist

2012-07-20 12:54 am anniesgoathill
2012-07-20 12:54 am INDIEbusiness

2012-07-20 12:55 am donnaderosa
2012-07-20 12:55 am anniesgoathill
2012-07-20 12:55 am natproducts2
2012-07-20 12:55 am AstridaNaturals

handmadechat
RT @bethschillaci: @bubsandscrubs Im a huge notebook fan. It helps
me to be able to sketch out my thoughts. #HandmadeChat
RT @highwireinheels: RT @INDIEbusiness: I just want to thank
everyone for all the great tips you are sharing tonight! #
handmadechat
I'm in Barnes and Nobles. Hate to go. Have dial up at home...lol
Hope to chat again soon. #handmadechat
RT @Maureen_Harris: RT @anniesgoathill: This is such a super
discussion! Well post the final question in a minute or two. #
HandmadeChat
Q7 WHAT THINGS HAVE WE NOT DISCUSSED THAT YOU DO TO
KEEP YOUR FOCUS AND ACCOMPLISH YOUR GOALS? #
handmadechat
RT @anniesgoathill: Q7 WHAT THINGS HAVE WE NOT
DISCUSSED THAT YOU DO TO KEEP YOUR FOCUS AND
ACCOMPLISH YOUR GOALS? #HandmadeChat
Excellent discussion fellow Indies thank you all #handmadechat
RT @anniesgoathill: Q7 WHAT THINGS HAVE WE NOT
DISCUSSED THAT YOU DO TO KEEP YOUR FOCUS AND
ACCOMPLISH YOUR GOALS? #handmadechat
At home I have a 5-subject notebook and a mini book in my purse #
handmadechat
@mayamade Yep. Can illustrate, highlight just as if real thing. Even
videos. #handmadechat
@bethschillaci I'm a huge notebook fan. It helps me to be able to
sketch out my thoughts. #Handmadechat (I like this!)
RT @anniesgoathill: Q7 WHAT THINGS HAVE WE NOT
DISCUSSED THAT YOU DO TO KEEP YOUR FOCUS AND
ACCOMPLISH YOUR GOALS? #handmadechat
RT @maureen_harris: Excellent discussion fellow Indies thank you all
#handmadechat
natproducts2 Thank you for joining us - loved our discussion. Hope to
see you next Thursday! #handmadechat
RT @anniesgoathill: Q7 WHAT THINGS HAVE WE NOT
DISCUSSED THAT YOU DO TO KEEP YOUR FOCUS AND
ACCOMPLISH YOUR GOALS? #handmadechat
RT @donnaderosa: At home I have a 5-subject notebook and a mini
book in my purse #handmadechat
A7 MasterMinding -- I had a marathon MM yesterday. A great way to
re-focus, be accountable, and learn ways to be successful. #
HandmadeChat
A7 At the risk of sounding new-agey, I meditate to clarify my thoughts
and ideas #handmadechat
@natproducts2 Thank you for joining us - loved our discussion. Hope
to see you next Thursday! #handmadechat
@INDIEbusiness Thank you!! Kept the babies up late to catch this.
Take care all. Have a prosperous week. #handmadechat
A7. Schedule some personal time to decompress to stay productive.
Avoid burnout #HandmadeChat

2012-07-20 12:56 am anniesgoathill

A7a Your business depends upon your health. Eat well, sleep well,
and live well (a mix of business and personal fun).n #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:56 am highwireinheels
@natproducts2 Have a great week, hope to see you again in another
chat! #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:56 am anniesgoathill
A7b Find a balance between enjoying what you do and operating
successfully. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:56 am SkinCaringSoaps A7: Self esteem is the best way to stay motivated and focused to my
opinion. #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:56 am SoapCoach
Me time is important RT @AstridaNaturals: A7. Schedule some
personal time to decompress to stay productive. Avoid burnout #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:56 am anniesgoathill
A7c Difficult as it might be, when you leave the office, say goodnight.
Tomorrow is a new day. Enjoy your life! #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:56 am AstridaNaturals
RT @donnaderosa: A7 At the risk of sounding new-agey, I meditate
to clarify my thoughts and ideas #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:56 am SkinCaringSoaps RT @AstridaNaturals: A7. Schedule some personal time to
decompress to stay productive. Avoid burnout #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:57 am mayamade
#handmadechat A7 keep supportive people and be supportive, dump
negative unsupportive ppl.
2012-07-20 12:57 am INDIEassist
RT @skincaringsoaps: A7: Self esteem is the best way to stay
motivated and focused to my opinion. <Good point! #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:57 am INDIEbusiness
RT @anniesgoathill: A7c Difficult as it might be, when you leave
office, say goodnight. Tomorrow is a new day. Enjoy life! #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:57 am highwireinheels
RT @SoapCoach: Me time is important RT @AstridaNaturals: A7.
Schedule some personal time to decompress to stay productive. #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:57 am bubsandscrubs
A7 protect my health and energy levels. Need the strength to keep
things moving #Handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:57 am INDIEbusiness
Kudos to @saratiskincare for partnering with us tonight. Check them
out for your private label cosmetics needs! #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:57 am INDIEbusiness
Thanks to @anniesgoathill for an enlightening and instructional
conversation about this important issue. #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:57 am anniesgoathill
RT @AstridaNaturals @donnaderosa: A7 At the risk of sounding
new-agey, I meditate to clarify my thoughts and ideas (I love!) #
handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:57 am SkinCaringSoaps RT @mayamade: #handmadechat A7 keep supportive people and
be supportive, dump negative unsupportive ppl. #HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:57 am anniesgoathill
RT @mayamade: #handmadechat A7 keep supportive people and
be supportive, dump negative unsupportive ppl. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:57 am HandmadeChat
Thanks to @anniesgoathill for an enlightening and instructional
conversation about this important issue. #handmadechat
2012-07-20 12:58 am highwireinheels
Yes, yes, and again yes!RT @mayamade: #handmadechat A7 keep
supportive people & be supportive, dump negative unsupportive ppl. #
HandmadeChat
2012-07-20 12:58 am AstridaNaturals
RT @mayamade: #handmadechat A7 keep supportive people and
be supportive, dump negative unsupportive ppl.
2012-07-20 12:58 am anniesgoathill
RT @INDIEassist: RT @skincaringsoaps: A7: Self esteem is the best
way to stay motivated and focused to my opinion.<Good point! #
handmadechat

2012-07-20 12:58 am INDIEassist

2012-07-20 12:58 am highwireinheels

2012-07-20 12:58 am INDIEbusiness
2012-07-20 12:58 am SoapCoach

2012-07-20 12:58 am bubsandscrubs
2012-07-20 12:58 am INDIEbusiness

2012-07-20 12:58 am SoapCoach

2012-07-20 12:58 am INDIEassist

2012-07-20 12:58 am anniesgoathill

2012-07-20 12:59 am highwireinheels
2012-07-20 12:59 am HandmadeChat

2012-07-20 12:59 am INDIEassist

2012-07-20 12:59 am INDIEbusiness
2012-07-20 12:59 am INDIEbusiness
2012-07-20 12:59 am UjamaaEssential

2012-07-20 12:59 am donnaderosa
2012-07-20 12:59 am SoapCoach
2012-07-20 12:59 am INDIEbusiness
2012-07-20 12:59 am INDIEassist

2012-07-20 12:59 am HandmadeChat

RT @indiebusiness: Thanks to @anniesgoathill for an enlightening
and instructional conversation about this important issue. #
HandmadeChat
RT @INDIEbusiness: Thanks to @anniesgoathill for an enlightening
and instructional conversation about this important issue. #
HandmadeChat
Now, it's your turn! What #handmade products do you make, or
services do you offer, and can we find out more? #HandmadeChat
I'm trying to exercise more #fitceos @anniesgoathill: A7a Your
business depends upon your health-Eat well/sleep well/live well #
handmadechat
Will do! RT @INDIEbusiness: Kudos to @saratiskincare Check them
out for your private label cosmetics needs! #Handmadechat
IBN offers coaching, training, products liability insurance for
#handmade entrepreneurs. Newsletter http://t.co/8127378r #
HandmadeChat
RT @indiebusiness: Thanks to @anniesgoathill for an enlightening
and instructional conversation about this important issue. #
handmadechat
RT @indiebusiness:Kudos to @saratiskincare for partnering w/us
tonight. Check them out for your private label cosmetics needs! #
HandmadeChat
RT @INDIEbusiness: Now, its your turn! What #handmade products
do you make, or services do you offer, & can we find out more? #
handmadechat
So important RT@donnaderosa: A7 At the risk of sounding new-agey,
I meditate to clarify my thoughts and ideas (I love!) #HandmadeChat
RT @indiebusiness: IBN offers coaching, training, insurance for
#handmade entrepreneurs. Newsletter http://t.co/HMleCRDn #
HandmadeChat
RT @indiebusiness: Now, it's your turn! What #handmade products
do you make or services do you offer and can we find out more? #
HandmadeChat
Next chat, Thurs, 7/26, 8p ET; @natgoodsoaps leads "Attracting
Companies To Sponsor Your Website" #HandmadeChat
Yikes! Can't believe it's 9pm. That hour went fast and was so
informative! #HandmadeChat
RT @INDIEbusiness: Now, it's your turn! What #handmade products
do you make, or services do you offer, and can we find out more? #
HandmadeChat
Just launched new website & blog. Please take a look
http://t.co/MtWMP0dK and sign up for my newsletter #handmadechat
#Soap Educator & Coach offering live instruction in group or private
Create Your Own Sessions http://t.co/D05l8HuO #handmadechat
Please take the #HandmadeChat Survey so we can make our chat
even more useful for you http://t.co/30ia7XAx #HandmadeChat
RT @indiebusiness: Next chat, Thurs, 7/26, 8p ET; @NatGoodSoaps
leads "Attracting Companies To Sponsor Your Website" #
HandmadeChat
Please take the #HandmadeChat Survey so we can make our chat

even more useful for you http://t.co/mjPyneCH #handmadechat

